Radioiodine Imaging for Differentiated Thyroid Cancer: Not All Radioiodine Images Are Performed Equally.
Background: Radioiodine scanning may help risk stratify patients with differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) during initial and subsequent restaging. To maximize the information obtained from radioiodine scanning, image quality and interpretation should be optimized. However, not all radioiodine scans are performed equally. This illustrated article reviews seven techniques that may significantly improve the information obtained from a radioiodine scan in patients with DTC, which in turn may alter management such as showing regional or distant metastases that were otherwise unknown and/or help classify whether a metastasis is radioiodine avid. Summary: The first of the techniques is spot imaging of anatomical areas of interest using a gamma camera with a parallel-hole collimator. Spot images typically provide superior spatial resolution and enhanced lesion detection compared with whole-body scans using the same equipment. The second technique is spot imaging of the thyroid bed and neck with a pin-hole collimator, further improving spatial resolution. Two other techniques, delayed image acquisition and longer acquisition time, may clarify the nature of indeterminate foci of uptake or areas with negative initial findings. Delayed image acquisition may increase tumor-to-background ratio and thus improves lesion detectability. Longer acquisition times also increase contrast resolution between lesions and background activity, again increasing the detectability of malignant lesions. The fifth technique, adjustment of image brightness/contrast on film or on the computer screen, may reveal previously unobserved subtle differences in counts. The sixth technique, focus-specific history, comprises additional patient information that is specific to a focus of radioiodine uptake and elicited by the nuclear medicine physician or technologist. The goal is to help determine if the focus represents a metastasis or an artifact, which in turn decreases false positives and increases specificity. The seventh technique, single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography, improves contrast resolution and helps localize foci of uptake to anatomical structures. Conclusions: Technique is important to maximize information obtained from radioiodine scans in patients with DTC. With the greater usage and understanding of these seven techniques, physicians will significantly improve the information obtained from a radioiodine scan in patients with DTC, which in turn may alter management and potentially outcomes.